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Reading the transcript, you want to look at all these phrases, expressions, combinations of words where you think: so that's how the native speaker would say that in Spanish! For example, in the dialogue above, we can discover pieces like: Buenos dias (good day)primer de clases (first day of class
/school)Mi nombre es (my name) Mucho fun (nice to meet you) The important part: You've now seen these pieces in use, in real conversation. This means that even if you don't yet understand all the grammar, you are free (and recommended) to use these same combinations of words yourself during the
conversation! So you: Watch the conversations Identify the pieces that you would like to start using yourselfM they themselves This is by far the fastest and most intuitive way to learn Spanish and speak it naturally. You won't worry too much about grammatical rules, you won't hesitate too much during the
conversation. And you will sound natural, with all the little quirks, fillers and grammatical deviations that are characteristic of the native speaker. It's a little thing, most language learners just don't know and don't notice... because they spend their time learning lists of words and grammar rules Who the
course, you will need to read and listen to a lot of conversations to be free. But don't forget that your brain is connected to the collection of languages (do you think you learned your native language?). As you get exposed to more and more Spanish dialogues, your brain will make connections, you will get
a feel for the language and after a while, you just know if a certain sentence in Spanish is right or wrong. Just as you just know what things are in your native language. It's the magic of learning languages, watching ... So how do you remember these pieces of the word? The easiest way to remember
these pieces and make sure you can use them in conversations is to study them with a flash card. There are many online apps that allow you to create flash cards and then learn them through the Space Repetition System (this simply means that the app will show you flash cards to find out based on
certain intervals). My two favorite Anki apps and Brainscape.It important thing is that you always add a complete sentence in which you find a piece of flash card and then an empty piece. Here it is: Of course, as I said, you still have to learn grammar. But the most useful way of thinking about grammar is
to explain what you've already seen in dialogues. In the example of the dialogue I gave you, there are some footnotes that explain the grammatical rules. Normally, you don't even have to memorize them (you'll forget them quickly, and even if you don't, you'll be too slow to apply them during conversations
anyway). So yes, learn to understand the Spanish structure of the proposal. Maybe learn some conjugations. But But mainly on the observation of dialogues. What about speaking Spanish? At this point, if you want, you can start speaking Spanish already. Technically, you already say if you shadow the
dialogues. Now, if you're brave, you can start conversations with native speakers, or a Spanish tutor. This will help you get rid of the fear of talking! But never forget that speaking Spanish alone won't make you a better (or more natural) Spanish speaker! This is one of the strange paradoxes in learning a
language that most people don't get. But this is very true. Here's why: You can only speak Spanish about what you know, with words (or pieces) you know. And the only way to speak and be sure that what you say is actually what native Spanish speakers would also say if you've heard/read it somewhere
before. Honestly, you don't learn much about real, natural Spanish from speaking yourself if that's actually stumbling, hesitating and piecing together awkward suggestions that you translate word-in-word from your native language into Spanish.It legal tech to cope, and no doubt you'll end up in a situation
where it's necessary to make yourself understood that way. So it will teach you survival skills and help you over the fear of speaking. But it will teach you nothing about how to speak natural Spanish, how native speakers do. Maybe you'll pick up a thing or two from what your interlocutor is saying. But
believe me: you'll be so stressed saying yourself that you won't remember much of what the other person says. So yes, if you want, you can speak Spanish from the beginning and get that paralyzing fear out of your system. But especially as a beginner, you much better to focus on getting a lot of input
and absorbing how native speakers speak. And how to spite it (or is it by design? I created this method, eventually ), getting more and more input is something you will do in Step 3, and during the rest of your journey in fluent Spanish! For the first few months, just continue with lots of listening, reading,
learning pieces and mixing in some conversational practice. Ideally, you use a Spanish course to do this, giving you Spanish native language dialogues with audio, transcript, parallel translation and some grammatical explanations. So you don't have to look for new conversations all the time and you can
focus on learning Spanish instead of thinking about TOM to find out for sure. (Hint: our spring Spanish challenge does a very good job this
but if you keep reading, you'll discover some other free Spanish resources on the web too)! But is the Spanish course sufficient to speak Spanish? You can begin
to understand how this method of learning a language works by now. If so, you're probably probably thought myself: My God, I will need to listen to a lot of conversations if I want to learn all these pieces and speak Spanish naturally! Well, you're right. But luckily you don't have to sit and study
conversations all the time! You just need to get exposed to them. Notice what native speakers say and how they say it. And aside from the Spanish course with dialogues, there are loads of other sources of good Spanish content. Many of them are quite fun to use, too. And most of them will teach you
quite a bit about Latin (or Spanish) culture too. If you understand how they are ticking, it will become easier to communicate with them, and
Some examples of good casual Spanish exposure materials Listen to Spanish Music I bet you've listened to some Spanish or Latin music at some point in your
life. Maybe you shed a tear on a romantic Spanish guitar or a piano ballad? If you've been at the club lately, you're probably shaking reggaeton. Or maybe you are more a fan of the son, bolero, guajira and danz'n, who made Buena Vista Social Club from Cuba so popular? All these songs are legitimate
sources of Spanish pieces. Just create a playlist with Spanish music that you like and listen to it a lot. Then look at the texts as well and see what you can understand. You can also use a dictionary website like Context.reverso to look for some phrases that you don't understand. There is even a special
site that offers a full translation of the text! Like, for example, texts Translation. There are a lot of amazing Spanish podcasts out there, on all levels. Listen to some of them. The best ones come with a transcript that will make your life a lot easier. I created an article here where I present the 10 best free
podcasts to learn Spanish. Watching Spanish movies or series As a beginner, it can be a bit of a struggle, but once you're on a high beginner/low intermediate level, movies and TV series are a great source of dialogue. They can be quite interesting, too. Having subtitles in Spanish will help you a lot in
identifying useful pieces and understanding what's going on. If they are available, I recommend you always use them. Even if you're already at an advanced level. I don't recommend using subtitles in English. They distract you too much and it will become difficult to listen to what the actors say in Spanish.
Tip: The BBC has created an excellent beginner series that even comes with a downloadable pdf transcript with transcripts and translation. It's a great resource to learn some new pieces! The series is called Mi vida loca and you can watch it on the BBC website. Read Spanish books for beginners (if they
contain dialogue) If your goal is to speak Spanish, I usually don't too much reading. Don't get me wrong: reading reading books are a good way to expand your vocabulary, but the language (and pieces) used in Spanish writing are very different from how people speak. There is one exception: Spanish
stories that contain a lot of dialogue! Fortunately, there are quite a few of those written specifically for Spanish beginners. For example, Ollie Richards has an excellent series of stories with Spanish books for both beginners and intermediate students. Of course, I'm not saying that you shouldn't read
Spanish at all. If you like to read, by all means, go for it! It's still good exposure and input, and reading will help you get a feel for Spanish. I'm just saying that you won't discover so many useful pieces for conversations in Spanish if you only read Spanish books, newspaper articles or magazines We've
talked a little bit about talking before, and being able to engage in conversations is probably one of your big goals for learning Spanish.So't avoid it completely. Throughout your Spanish travels, you need to make sure that you focus a lot on getting input, listening, reading and finding pieces. But at some
point, you also have to convert that input and start using it during the conversation! If you're brave, you can immerse yourself in conversations with native Spanish speakers. But there's nothing shameful in taking some intermediate steps to prepare you for a real deal either! Here are some things I would
like to do to prepare myself for conversations with native Spanish speakers: How to speak Spanish for beginners: 4 steps to prepare yourself: Practice with the most willing conversation partner in the world... Yourself! When you start learning Spanish and you can only imagine yourself and maybe talk
about the weather or how many siblings you have, you may feel that you don't bring much to the conversation. It might stop you from talking. After all, don't we all want to be interesting conversation partners? That's why I usually start practicing with an interlocutor who's not in a place to complain about my
limited choice of topic of conversation-I! For example, several times during the day when I am alone, I would introduce myself in Spanish-to-to-myself. And when I'm outside and feel like practicing Spanish, I sometimes take out my cell phone and pretend to have a conversation with someone. It may seem
strange at first, but no matter how many times I stumble and repeat during my fake phone calls, no one has ever called me on it. Step 2: Use the camera as a conversation partner While you're comfortable talking to yourself, start recording yourself, In Spanish. Just sit in front of your computer or take out
your phone and talk for a few minutes. The camera will give extra pressure during the conversation, but not so much as with a real conversation with the family. Note: If you want to increase your pressure, you can upload your videos to YouTube or Facebook. Share it with some people and you can even
get free feedback from native speakers. Step 3: Make people listen to you! The final step before casual conversations with natives are private lessons with a tutor. You can find a tutor near you, or use an online service that is usually more affordable. A good place to find Spanish tutors Italki.Yes, you have
to pay for it, but that's exactly the point. The main purpose of these conversations is not to be sociable or make friends, it's learning Spanish.In fact you pay another person to listen to you stumble and they will probably fix you and make sure you improve! I'm not saying that you should treat your teachers
as nothing more than a commodity, of course. Most of the teachers I worked with were very friendly and helpful and we had great conversations. However, for me, the fact that I'm paying them to help me improve takes away the pressure to impress them with my skills or my interesting stories, which
makes speaking freely a lot easier. Note: For these tutoring lessons, it is important that you take control of the time you and your teacher spend together. You're not here for someone to explain the rules of grammar to you. You want to practice your speaking skills and you have to make it very clear.
During the lesson, choose the topics you're familiar with to use the snippets you learned while listening and speaking. Before the session, think about some of the fragments you want to use and make sure you're actually using them. During preparation, it is also a good idea to learn filler words and
phrases like: Erm, oh! Are you serious? What happened next? Accept! Oh good! They will keep the conversation flowing and you will encourage the other person to keep talking to give you time to think about a good answer. Step 4: Time for a real dealFinally, you'll have to take the plunge and talk to
native Spanish speakers. Just go in there and try to talk to someone. Try to find out if there is a community that speaks a language in your city and see where they hang out, they can be on a community site like Meetup, Facebook or Tandem Partners. Talk to them. If you're having trouble finding people to
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